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Auto Show Bonus Cash - $750 on Buick LaCrosse~$500 on GMC Terrain and GMC Sierra 1500!
GM employee discount now extended to Aunts, Uncles, Nieces, Nephews
Leather

2013 BUICK VERANO

198/mo

$

*

24 MONTH LEASE
*24 month lease 10,000 miles/year using GM employee discount, lease conquest rebate
and $375 down. Payment before tax. Plate, title and document fees extra. No security
deposit required w/approved credit. MSRP$23.965. Offer ends 1.31.2013.

2013 BUICK ENCLAVE

348/mo

$

*

24 MONTH LEASE
36 month lease with 10,000 miles/year using GM employee discount, lease conquest and
$150 down. Payment before tax. Plate, title and document fees extra. No security deposit
required with approved credit. MSRP $43,285. Offer ends 1.31.2013.

2013 BUICK LACROSSE

238/mo

$

24 month lease 10,000 miles/year using GM employee discount, purchase conquestand
$650 down. Payment before tax. Plate, title and document fees extra. No security deposit
required with approved credit. MSRP $32,535. Offer ends 1.31.2013.

$0 DOWN

$0 DOWN

2013 GMC TERRAIN

198/mo

$

*

24 MONTH LEASE
24 month lease 10,000 miles/year using GM employee discount, and $61,250 down.
Payment before tax. Plate, title and document fees extra. No security deposit required with
approved credit. MSRP $26,660. Offer ends 1.31.2013.

2013 GMC ACADIA

249/mo

$

*

24 MONTH LEASE

*

24 MONTH LEASE
24 month lease 10,000 miles/year using GM Employee discount, lease conquest and $0
down. Payment before tax. Plate title and document fees extra. No security deposit
required with approved credit. MSRP $35,095. Offer ends 1.31.2013.

2013 4WD GMC
SIERRA 1500 SLE

215/mo

$

*

24 MONTH LEASE
24 month lease 10,000 miles/year using GM employee discount and GM loyalty. Payment
before tax. Plate, title and document fees extra. No security deposit required with approved
credit. MSRP $36,970. Offer ends 1.31.2013.
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Editorial
Obama Says “Everyone Must Pay
Help Us Celebrate
Their Fair Share” Then Sticks it to
Black History Month
the Poor and Middle Class

Publisher R. Frank Russell

The Pontiac News will be publishing a
Special Black History Month Issue in February
2013. We will focus on the political, religious,
educational, athletic, artistic, musical and other
contributions made by African-American organizations, families and individuals to the city, state,
country and the world. You can contribute to this
effort by purchasing an ad, submitting photos or
articles. Please call 248-758-1411 or email thepontiacnews@sbcglobal.net for more information.

Pontiac Silverdome roof deflated
ahead of 2013 renovations
By Associated Press
Crews renovating the Pontiac Silverdome
have deflated the roof ahead of the start of
work to return the former home of the
Detroit Lions to use. Silverdome events
coordinator Alex Loewy says stadium owner
Triple Investment Group LLC will begin
renovations this spring and summer. He says
work will include a new roof with solar
panels.
According to Mr. Loewy the deflation on

Thursday January 3 will save energy costs
and clear the way for a more efficient renewable alternative. The 80,300-seat stadium
was completed in 1975 at a cost of $55
million in the dollars of that time. It was sold
at auction in 2009 for $583,000.
The Lions played at the Silverdome until
2002. The team now plays at Ford Field in
Detroit.
From The Detroit News:
http://www.detroitnews.com/article/2013010
3/METRO02/301030460#ixzz2HWR3OPPI

By: Jim Hoft
Remember this?
Obama demanding over and over again
that every American must pay their fair share
But that was sooo last week.
Now we find out that under the new
fiscal cliff plan workers making less than
$30,000 a year will take a bigger hit than
those making $500,000 a year.
The Daily Mail reported:
Middle-class workers will take a bigger
hit to their income proportionately than
those earning between $200,000 and
$500,000 under the new fiscal cliff deal,
according to the nonpartisan Tax Policy
Center.
Earners in the latter group will pay an
average 1.3 percent more – or an additional
$2,711 – in taxes this year, while workers
making between $30,000 and $200,000 will
see their paychecks shrink by as much as 1.7
percent – or up to $1,784 – the D.C.-based
think tank reported.
Overall, nearly 80 percent of households will pay more money to the federal
government as a result of the fiscal cliff
deal.
‘The economy needs a stimulus, but
under the agreement, taxes will go up in

Kenneth R. Burch, Sr. P.C.
Attorney At Law
PERSONAL INJURY
Auto and Truck Accidents
Wrongful Death Cases
Medical Malpractice
Premises Liability
All accident and serious injuries

2013 relative to 2012 – not only on highincome households, as widely discussed, but
also on every working man and woman in
the country, via the end of the payroll tax
cut,’ said William G. Gale, co-director of the
Tax Policy Center.
‘For most households, the payroll tax
takes a far bigger bite than the income tax
does, and the payroll tax cut therefore – as
[the Congressional Budget Office] and
others have shown – was a more effective
stimulus than income tax cuts were,
because the payroll tax cuts hit lower in the
income distribution and hence were more
likely to be spent,’ he added.
It figures.
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Drugs, Kids & Guns
(from Page 1)
By Ralph Lopez
Psychiatrists have come forward to assert
that certain psychiatric medications, such as
those known as selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs), are almost certainly the
chemical cause of a high number of instances
of random violence and suicide in which
SSRIs have been present.
The research challenges the pharmaceutical industry’s defense that the high correlation between random violence and the presence of these medications is due to the
mental illness itself, not the drugs being
prescribed for the illness. Other critics of the
industry claim that drugs tend to be too
aggressively marketed and over-prescribed.
The media has reported that the suspected
shooter in the Sandy Hook multiple killings,
Adam Lanza, was possibly on some form of
psychiatric medication, perhaps related to a
reported diagnosis of a form of autism, a
developmental disorder that affects social
and communication skills. Authorities have
yet to make a statement on what, if any,
psychiatric medications Lanza was on or had
been on in the past. The SSRI with the brand
name Prozac is sometimes prescribed for
autism.
Answering the pharmaceutical industry’s
defense, in testimony before the House
Committee on Veterans Affairs in February
2010, Dr. Peter Breggin, founder of the
International Center for the Study of
Psychiatry and Psychology, told the
committee that the causative links between
violent incidents and the drugs in question
had already been established by the United
States Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
“The pharmaceutical industry has
attempted to discredit case reports as
evidence for causation,” Breggin told the
committee. “However, case reports have led
to most FDA changes in labels and to most
withdrawals of psychiatric drugs from the
market, and are a mainstay in the FDA for
evaluating adverse drug reactions.
“There is overwhelming evidence that the
SSRIs and other stimulating antidepressants
cause suicidality and aggression in children
and adults of all ages,” he added.
Breggin made the news in 1987 when a
group calling itself the National Alliance on
Mental Illness (NAMI) filed a complaint
with Maryland’s Commission on Medical
Discipline for comments he made on the
Oprah Winfrey show. The New York Times
and Mother Jones magazine subsequently
found that NAMI received up to 66% of its
funding from the pharmaceutical industry. In
2009, Senator Charles Grassley (R-Ia.)
opened an investigation of NAMI, which
confirmed the Times and Jones reports.
Breggin drew the wrath of the pharmaceutical industry when he commented: “Find
the little part in you that loves yourself and
see if you’re being loved by your therapist.
See if that person cares for you, supports
you. If that person offers a drug, don’t even
say, ‘No, thank you.’ You can take the
prescription and go. Don’t fight about it,
don’t get in trouble, but go. Don’t take the
drugs. And relate to people who care for you
as a person.”
The Maryland Commission cleared
Breggin and then thanked him for his contribution to mental health in Maryland.
Adding to the controversy over the links
between SSRIs and violence and suicide, Dr.

David Healy, a
British psychiatrist
and author of the
book Pharmageddon,
said in November
2012, “Violence and
other
potentially
criminal
behavior
caused by prescription drugs are medicine’s best kept
secret.”
The psychiatric
profession and pharmaceutical industry
have come under fire
for the practice of
giving doctors significant financial incentives for prescribing
certain medications.
Dr. Gary G. Kohls, in an article entitled
“Batman Shooter and His Psyche [sic]
Drugs” published in Evergreene Digest, lists
at least 40 cases of violent crimes or suicides
committed by mostly young people whose
medical history revealed the presence of
psychiatric drugs, mostly SSRIs. A partial
list of cases follows:
• Eric Harris, 17 (first on Zoloft then
Luvox), and Dylan Klebold, 18, killed 12
students and 1 teacher, and wounded 23
others, before killing themselves at
Columbine high school in Littleton,
Colorado on April 20, 1999. Klebold’s
medical records have never been made available to the public.
• Jeff Weise, 16, had been prescribed 60
mg per day of Prozac (three times the
average starting dose for adults) when he
shot his grandfather, his grandfather’s girlfriend and many fellow students at Red
Lake, Minnesota on March 21, 2005 before
he shot himself. In the end, 10 were dead and
12 wounded.
• Cory Baadsgaard, 16, was on Paxil,
which caused him to have hallucinations,
when he took a rifle to Wahluke High School
in Washington state and held 23 classmates
hostage on April 15, 2001. He claims to have
no memory of the event.
• On November 28, 2001, Christopher
Pittman, 12, murdered both his grandparents
while on Zoloft.
• On September 23, 1995, Jarred Viktor,
15, stabbed his grandmother 61 times after
taking Paxil for five days.
• On May 21, 1998, Kip Kinkel, 15 (on
Prozac and Ritalin), shot his parents while
they slept, then went to school and opened
fire, killing two classmates and injuring 22
shortly after beginning Prozac treatment.
• On October 1, 1997, Luke Woodham,
16 and on Prozac, killed his mother and then
went to Pearl High School in Pearl,
Mississippi, where he killed two students
and wounded six others.
• On December 1, 1997, Michael Carneal,
14 and on Ritalin, opened fire on students at
a high school prayer meeting in West
Paducah, Kentucky. Three teenagers were
killed and five others wounded.
• On March 24, 1998, Andrew Golden, 11
and on Ritalin, and Mitchell Johnson, 14 and
on Ritalin, went to Westside Middle School
in Craighead County, Arkansas and shot 15
people, killing four students and one teacher,
and wounding 10 others.
• On May 20, 1999, at Heritage High
School in Conyers, Georgia, Thomas
Solomon Jr., 15 and on Ritalin, opened fire
on his classmates, wounding six students.

• On September 26, 1988, James Wilson,
19 and on various psychiatric drugs, took a
.22 caliber revolver into an elementary
school in Breenwood, South Carolina and
killed two young girls and wounded seven
other children and two teachers.
• On March 7, 2001, Elizabeth Bush, 13
and on Paxil, shot a fellow student in the
cafeteria at Bishop Neumann Junior-Senior
High School in Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
• On March 22, 2001, Jason Hoffman, 18
and on Effexor and Celexa, opened fire on
classmates and staff at Granite Hills High
School in El Cajon, California, injuring five
people.
• On March 10, 1998, in Huntsville,
Alabama, Jeff Franklin, 17 and on Prozac
and Ritalin, killed his parents as they came
home from work using a sledge hammer,
hatchet, butcher knife and mechanic’s file,
then brutally attacked his younger brothers
and sister.
• On April 26, 1996, Kurt Danysh, 18 and
on Prozac, killed his father with a shotgun.
He is now in prison and writes letters trying
to warn the world that SSRI drugs can kill.

• On February 5, 2010, Hammad Memon,
15, shot and killed a fellow middle school
student at Discovery Middle School in
Huntsville, Alabama. He had been diagnosed
with ADHD and depression and was taking
Zoloft and other drugs for the medical conditions.
• On September 23, 2008, Matti Saari, a
22-year-old culinary student at Seinäjoki
University of Applied Sciences in Western
Finland, shot and killed nine students and a
teacher, and wounded another student before
killing himself. Saari was taking an SSRI
and a benzodiazapine.
• On February 14, 2008, Steven
Kazmierczak, 27, shot and killed five people
and wounded 21 others before killing
himself at Northern Illinois University in
DeKalb, Illinois. According to his girlfriend,
he had recently been taking Prozac, Xanax
and Ambien. Toxicology results showed that
he still had trace amounts of Xanax in his
system.
• On November 7, 2007, Finnish gunman
Pekka-Eric Auvinen, 18 and on antidepressants, killed eight people and wounded a
dozen more at Jokela High School, before
committing suicide.
• On October 10, 2007, Asa Coon, 14,
shot and wounded four before taking his own
life at the SuccessTech alternative high
school in Cleveland, Ohio. Court records
show Coon was on trazodone.
• On February 9, 2004, Jon Romano, 16
and on medication for depression, fired a
shotgun at his teacher in Columbia High
School in East Greenbush, New York.
Ralph Lopez is a journalist who lives in
Cambridge, Mass. He has written for news
and commentary websites such as
“TruthOut,” “Alternet,” “Consortium
News” and “Op-Ed News.”

HELP YOUR CHILD GET
BETTER GRADES AND
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Order Your Copies of The
Parent Success Kit and The
Student Success Kit Today
Contact YDI @ YDIyouthDevelop@aol.com
or TPN @ call 248-758-1411
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Dr. Damani Phillips; Our Local Jazz Pioneer
A Great Day of Reckoning for Years of Steadfast Work
By Quincy Stewart III
The time and
place is five-thirty
p.m. at Mill
Street Grille in
downtown
Pontiac on a
snowy, blustery
December 30th,
2012
Sunday
evening before it
opens its doors at
seven. Owner Earl
Hardy graciously allows us in early to
conduct this interview before the general
public comes in so we can have some peace
and quiet. With my trusty pen and paper in
hand, two single malt scotches on the
marble-type counter top before us, I go to the
jukebox and select the likes of Jimmy Smith,
Sonny Stitt, John Coltrane, Dexter Gordon,
Lee Morgan and other similarly talented jazz
artists such as the person I’m about to interview and now the mood is set.
Damani Phillips, 38, sits comfortably
across from me, looking more like his dad,
former Pontiac Councilman, State
Representative and Mayor of the City of
Pontiac, Clarence Phillips every time I see
him. Dr. Phillips has achieved dizzying
heights of accomplishment both as a jazz
musician, composer, arranger and academician in those short thirty-eight years of
walking this earth, something unheralded
and mostly unknown in this city…..until
now.
Phillips began this musical journey at the
age of eleven at Kennedy Middle School
under the tutelage of then band instructor and
saxophonist Deborah Gibbs, a University of
Michigan grad with powerful chops in the
classical music area. Almost immediately,
Damani took to the instrument, following in
his older brother’s footsteps, Kaino, who
went on to graduate from Grambling with
marching band experience under his belt but
went onto other pursuits other than music.
Damani kept chugging along, becoming
more and more addicted to music.

“Miss Gibbs was an excellent teacher,”
remarked Damani reflectively. “She would
give me private lessons at seven bucks for a
half hour and then those lessons turned into
an hour or more because she saw I was
serious. We got done with the lesson when
we got done.” Damani credits Miss Gibbs for
building his musical foundation which he
rests on today. To this day, Damani patterns
his private teaching style after hers. “If I see
a student is bullshitin’”, says Phillips, “I tell
them have a nice day and not to come back.
But if they are serious, our lesson is done
when we get done.”
Damani went on to Pontiac Northern
High School initially under the baton of
director, Mr. Humphries, who lasted only a
short time before being replaced by Mr.
Arsinian, a very capable musician and
instructor who saw the promise in Phillips as
well. Also under the baton of Arsinian at that
time were two other great Pontiac products,
trumpeter Jimmy Smith, who has gone onto
to play with everyone in the local Detroit
scene to much acclaim, and the great Keith
“Bubby” Webb, local drummer, composer,
and producer who has also played with
everyone nationwide and now lives in
Arizona making tremendous waves in the
hip-hop, R&B and so-called smooth jazz
genres. Dr. Phillips credits Arsinian with
many things in his musical life but the one
stand out contribution was in sharpening his
music reading skills. “I was a terrible reader
in high school for some time,” says Phillips.
“I was going to solo and ensemble competitions and because I had great ears (the ability
to play what you hear without reading) I got
by.” The time came for Damani to have to
read cold in certain situations and had
trouble. Mr. Arsinian recognized this and
gave Damani several books to read and
sharpen his reading skills. Forced to confront
this chink in his musical armor, Damani
began to improve gradually. “He (Arsinian)
knew I was aspiring to be a serious musician
and wanted to do this as a possible career and
attend college and he knew that my reading
ability would be critical to that end.” Damani
credits him with changing his musical life

forever with this critical push to attain the
skill of accurate reading. To this day, Phillips
still works on this skill, reading constantly to
keep it up. As in any other skill, doing it
regularly staves off the ever present and
lurking demon of atrophy.
Music and music education is not a separate island from the rest of the world.
Prejudice and preconceived notions based on
race pervade that community as well.
Damani faced it in places like Interlochen, a
musical camp for serious young music
students in Michigan. The Skillman
Foundation at that time funded many Detroit
area mostly black students from area junior
and high schools to attend the prestigious
camp. Many of the instructors and students
alike who were white saw many of these
students in the light of musical welfare recipients, undeserving to be there and less
capable than they, who were more privileged
with their parents paying their way and who
may have come from schools with better
resources. Damani faced this squarely and as
early as high school began to see the disparities between how he was seen coming from
Pontiac and being black and his fellow white
counterparts. It didn’t matter that his parents,
both teachers, well educated and with some
resources were able to send him without the
grants from Skillman. “It was like running
with sandbags on,” Damani said wryly. This
epiphany has molded and shaped Dr.
Phillips’ understanding of the musical and
academic world he subsequently faced from
then to this day. He also began to realize that
just because you are the star player at your
local school, you can be in for a rude awakening once you travel. “Keep in mind the big
picture,” said Phillips in a very serious tone.
You can be the star at your school and get
your nuts handed to you by an eighth grader
at some other school!” “At Interlochen I was
in the bottom 30% of players and often got
treated with disrespect by instructors and
students alike, but when I got to Wayne
State’s Jazz Studies program, those same
students I met again and they were asking me
how to play.” “This goes to show that either
you can complain about stuff and stay still or

make it work for you; I made it work.”
Damani did consider the field of medicine at one point, did an internship with a
physician to see if he would like it and
though he found it interesting, finally made
up his mind that music would be the lifelong
calling. After graduating from PNH, Phillips
went on to DePaul in Chicago studying classical music. Though Damani graduated with
a somewhat mid-level 2.8 GPA, his excellent
state tests and class rank in the top 10% still
prevented him from attending U of M, but
DePaul recognized this as a positive flag and
allowed him in. For any of you desiring to
pursue a career in music and plan on going to
college, it is imperative you listen closely to
your band teacher in junior and high school.
Getting a degree in music, music education
and/or performance is no joke. You must first
take at least four semesters of music theory
and these classes can be harrowing if you
have had little to no theory during your high
school years. Phillips was no exception, but
through hard work and study, did well at
DePaul garnering high praise from instructors. “The biggest problem for many of our
students (African American) is that they
don’t ask for help.” “When you don’t understand something being taught, make the
request till you get it.” “I would be elated if
some of these students in Pontiac would ask
me for help because I want to give back, but
heretofore nobody has. I keep coming back
regardless because this is home (Pontiac).”
“DePaul were great years for me classically,”
remembers Phillips. “I tried to get into jazz a
little while there but I had a poor jazz teacher
and that temporarily helped me turn my back
to jazz.” In 1993 Damani studied in
Sheffield, England for six months which
gave him time to truly woodshed (practice a
lot). “It was one of the best things to happen
to me both culturally and musically,” said
Phillips. “I got to get out of my comfort zone
and I learned to be nimble both musically
and culturally.”

See Phillips on page 12
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What’s Happening In Oakland County

Patterson Cites EM Law as Reason
for Pontiac Credit Upgrade
Oakland
County
Executive
L.
Brooks
Patterson said
the recent bond
rating upgrade
for the City of
Pontiac
is
evidence of how
effective
the
Emergency
Manager Law is.
Fitch Ratings
L. Brooks Patterson gave Pontiac a
B-minus rating
with a stable outlook last week, up from a
triple-C rating with a negative outlook.
“That’s why Oakland County supports
the Emergency Manager Law: among other
things, Pontiac’s success is a credit positive
for the city,” Patterson said. “Pontiac is not
out of the woods yet, but has made substantial progress because of the strength of the
Emergency Manager laws and the leadership
of Emergency Financial Manager Lou

Schimmel.”
The new law, Public Act 436 of 2012,
takes effect March 27. It will allow emergency managers some of the powers they had
under P.A. 4 including to change or cancel
collective bargaining agreements, while
offering local units of government more
control and options for handling fiscal crises.
Oakland County continues to work with
Pontiac and Schimmel as the city restructures its finances. Oakland County now
provides a multitude of services to city residents which includes the Sheriff’s Office,
Animal Control Division, the Clerk/Register
of Deeds, Community Development Block
Grants through Economic Development &
Community Affairs, and Information
Technology support at 50th District Court,
among others. The Water Resources
Commissioner’s Office also crafted a deal
last April where the county issued $55
million in bonds on behalf of the city so that
it could pay off debt and cover other budgetary items in exchange for turning Pontiac’s
wastewater treatment plant into a public
corporation.

January 2013 business
workshops offered by
Oakland County
Business owners and entrepreneurs who
need assistance are encouraged to attend
seminars offered by the Oakland County
Business Center. Unless otherwise noted, all
programs take place at the Oakland County
Executive Office Building Conference
Center, 2100 Pontiac Lake Road, west of
Telegraph in Waterford. For pre-registration
and
location
map,
visit
www.AdvantageOakland.com/expand or call
248-858-0783.
Fundamentals of Writing a Business Plan
January 16, 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
A business plan is a document that serves
your needs and the needs of others
(investors, bankers, etc.) who may require
information from you about your business.
Workshop participants will learn what
elements are commonly found in effective
plans and will work on developing each of
these for their own business. Assistance in
the process as well as information on
resources will be provided. Fee: $40
Legal and Financial Basics
for Small Business
January 29, 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Legal & Financial Basics outlines the key
legal considerations for entrepreneurs operating Michigan businesses. Learn how to
select the best legal entity given your

management structure, potential liability and
tax consequences; safeguard your proprietary interests while serving customers, and
working with suppliers and contractors; and
establish short and long term succession
plans. This workshop is free, but pre-registration is required.
Future Workshops
February 2013
6: Fundamentals of Marketing Your
Business
7: Business Research: Feasibility to
Expansion
13: CEED Microloan Orientation
14: Team SBA Financing Roundtable
20: Fundamentals of Starting a Business
27: Women's Business Certification
Orientation
27: Fundamentals of Writing a Business
Plan
March 2013
6: Business Research: Feasibility to
Expansion
12: Hiring Personnel: The Pros and Cons
of Employees and Independent Contractors
13: CEED Microloan Orientation
14: Fundamentals of Writing a Business
Plan
28: QuickBooks Essentials

Subscribe to or Advertise in The Pontiac News
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Oakland County Welcomed
A Newly Elected Board of
Commissioners On
Wednesday, January 9, 2013
The Oakland County Board of
Commissioners' Inaugural Swearing-In
Ceremony was held on Wednesday, January
9, 2013, at 5:30 p.m. in the Oakland County
Board of Commissioners Auditorium,
located at 1200 North Telegraph Road in
Pontiac, Michigan.
Participants included Oakland County
Chief Judge of the Circuit Court Nanci J.
Grant, Oakland County Sheriff Michael J.
Bouchard and the new Oakland County
Clerk/Register of Deeds Lisa Brown, along
with a presentation of the flags from the
Oakland County Sheriff’s Color Guard.
Oakland County/Pontiac resident Jonathan
Givens song the National Anthem and the
Church Street Singers also performed.
The new 21- member Board of
Commissioners took their oath of office and
begin a two-year term serving from 20132014.
The 2013-2014 Oakland County Board
of Commissioners will consists of the
following members:
Mike Bosnic (R-Clawson and Troy in
District #16), who will be the 2013 Oakland
County Board of Commissioners Republican
Caucus Vice Chairman.
Kathy Crawford (R-Novi, Novi
Township and Northville in District #9)
Marcia Gershenson (D-Farmington
Hills, Bloomfield Township and West
Bloomfield Township in District #13)
William
Dwyer
(R-Farmington,
Farmington Hills, Southfield Township and
the villages of Beverly Hills, Bingham
Farms and Franklin in District #14)
Michael Gingell (R-Auburn Hills, Lake
Angelus, Independence Township, Orion
Township and the Village of Lake Orion in
District #1) who will be the 2013 Oakland
County Board of Commissioners Chairman.
Robert Gosselin (R-portions of Auburn
Hills, Rochester Hills and Troy in District
#11)
Mattie McKinney Hatchett (D-Pontiac
in District #10)

Robert
Hoffman
(R-Highland
Township, Springfield Township, Holly
Township, the Village of Holly and Rose
Township in District #2).
Janet Jackson (D- Farmington Hills and
Southfield in District #21)
Christine Long (R- Village of Wolverine
Lake,
Commerce Township, West
Bloomfield Township, and Walled Lake in
District #7)
Jeff Matis (R- Rochester Hills and
Rochester in District #15). He will be the
2013 Board Vice Chairman.
Gary McGillivray (D-Madison Heights,
Pleasant Ridge and portions of Royal Oak
and Troy in District #20)
Thomas A. Middleton (R-Clarkston,
Independence Township and Waterford
Township in District #4)
*Mike Spisz (R- Addison Township,
Brandon Township, Oakland Township,
Oxford Township, the villages of Leonard,
Ortonville and Oxford in District #3).
Nancy Quarles (D-Southfield, Lathrup
Village and Oak Park in District #17)
Jim Runestad (R-White Lake Township
and Waterford Township in District #6)
John A. Scott (R-Keego Harbor, Orchard
Lake Village, Sylvan Lake, Waterford
TownshIp and West Bloomfield in District
#5)
Shelley
Goodman
Taub
(RBirmingham,
Bloomfield Hills and
Bloomfield Township in District #12). She
will be the 2013 Oakland County Board of
Commissioners
Caucus
Republican
Chairperson.
Philip Weipert (R-South Lyon, Lyon
Township, Milford Township, the Village of
Milford and Wixom in District#8)
David Woodward (D- Berkley and
Royal Oak in District #19)
Helaine Zack (D- Ferndale, Hazel Park,
Huntington Woods, Oak Park and Royal Oak
Township in District #18).
(*reflects the new commissioner)

LARRY
JONES
CPA
(248) 333-7414
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Pentagon planning to put U.S. troops
in 35 nations across dark continent
By Richard Walker
The Pentagon’s recent announcement that
it will send troops to 35 countries in Africa in
2013 confirmed the existence of a costly and
foolish plan to occupy the violent and ofttroubled continent for decades to come.
Ostensibly to address emerging threats from
Islamic groups spreading across the dark
continent, the real purpose is to counter
growing Chinese influence throughout
Africa.
Since 2010, China has spent more than
$100 billion purchasing oil, gas and rare
mineral rights throughout Africa. In that
same period it provided $20 billion in cheap
loans and relocated thousands of Chinese
workers in an effort to improve infrastructure
and transportation networks.
For centuries, violent tribes have roamed
Africa, but today some of these tribes, especially on the eastern side, have converted to
Islam. Representing no serious threat to the
United States, they have only sought selfgovernment by driving foreign influences
from their countries.
Since 2007, Pentagon planners have
secretly enhanced the U.S.military footprint
across Africa, by dispatching special intelligence units, drone launching technicians and
Special Forces teams to “dark” bases in
Uganda, Kenya and Ethiopia. Since then the
U.S. has been rapidly increasing its presence,
which could be used to strike at groups

allegedly threatening U.S. interests, which
effectively means oil and mining operations.
It has become clear, however, that the U.S.,
using its military and technological assets as
well as mercenaries and Special Forces
teams from “friendly” African countries,
would not be in a position of dealing with
tribal and ethnic conflicts, which have
always defined much of the violence across

Phoenix Residential Services

Phoenix Residential Services, a family oriented community based organization.
Phoenix Residential Services provides support services to its clients ensuring that they
receive optimal standards of living.
The following Services are offered to provide for
the mental, emotional and physical well-being of our clients:
Vocational exploration • Transportation • Financial budgeting
Semi-independent • Independent housing • Psychiatric referrals

LICENSED AND CERTIFIED STAFF
Services are administered by licenses and certified individuals who take pride in
working with specialized populations.
The business was started in 1972 with only two facilities; it has expanded to seven
group homes with fifty employees. Through the Leonard’s efforts Phoenix Residential
services excels at providing the most comprehensive services in Southeastern
Michigan.
The Leonard’s also sponsor two scholarships and a bible ministry. Established in memory of John and Ethel Leonard, Mary and Rev. W.L. Harris and Julie Leonard
Donaldson, The Harris/Leonard Education Fund, provides health services to applicants that have medical and emotional disabilities. The Wright/Williams Family
Scholarship Fund provides scholarships to deserving students based on financial need.
They have given over one hundred and seven scholarships. The Leonard’s have also
provided over 100 bibles in the city of Pontiac through their bible outreach, The
Charles & Demetra Leonard Bible Outreach. For information about Phoenix
Residential Services call 248-338-3743 or 248-332-0607.

Africa.
The Pentagon will soon have thousands
of U.S. soldiers across Africa, a sizable
number of whom will be Special Forces and
technical units specializing in drone operations. Mercenaries will also be used fromthe
growing number of private war firms that
have been setting up shop around the world.
It’s worth remembering the Vietnam War

began with the assignment of a limited
number of trainers and advisors. Within a
few years, the U.S. military presence there
numbered 500,000 troops.
Richard Walker is the pen name of a
former N.Y. news producer. Source America
Free Press

Kofano Organic
Products
Kofi Annorh has a passion for
introducing Americans, especially
African-Americans, to traditional
healthy African products. He is now
holding tea parties at churches and
civic organizations to introduce members to organic teas.
Over the years Annorh has kept the family business
afloat and turned it into a promising production company. Customers are multiplying each day. Kofano Tea is
now becoming a big target for tea lovers and organic
product connoisseurs.
The global networking system is exploding and may
someday become the tea lovers’ priority with Kofi
believing it could someday eclipse Lipton in sales.

To schedule a meeting for
your health conscious church or group:

Contact KOFANO: - Kofi Annorh 248.636.8448 - Kofiannorh@gmail.com
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It Is Important To Understand The Impact Of Budgets
Now
that
2012 is behind
us, many of us
will start with
our
annual
pilgrimage to
make our lives
better. We will
start with well
meant resolutions to get
healthier with
decreasing our
Brenda Carter
unhealthy
Secretary School
lifestyles. We
District City of
may
become
Pontiac
more educationally or spiritually aware by attending school
or becoming active in our church family.
However for me, the focus will be on the
very thing that has plagued Americans on
every level, fiscal accountability.
I began addressing fiscal accountability
in previous articles when I brought attention
to pending sequestration and the fiscal cliff.
By now we should be saturated by the media
with stories of impending doom as a result of
legislators on our nation’s highest level
failing to come to a compromise. I am not an
expert in fiscal legislation, but I do have
some baseline knowledge of what we should
look at while our legislators on all levels,
attempt to balance their books. It may be as
simple as looking at our own household
budget.
The President of the United States is
going through what many of us are going
through in our daily lives. The President,
who is head of this nation, has the daunting
task of balancing a budget that is in deficit by

trillions of dollars. He charged the numerous
departments to present an operating budget
that has to be voted on by both the House of
Representative and the Senate before it can
be signed into law. This compromise has not
been reached as of this writing. To think of
what is happening on a micro level, let’s look
at the typical household. The head of household is usually given the daunting task of
balancing the household budget. It may
become easier to understand if we look at our
household assets and expenses.
As a precursor to my discussion on
household budgets, I would like to review
governmental structure. I mentioned in my
last article that we operate under a federalist
structure. This means the government in
Washington is the central government with
the states, counties, cities, and school
districts being components. I also mentioned
that states are given some degree of sovereignty. This means that states follow the
structure of the government in Washington,
but they have some degree of autonomy. I
discussed Dillon’s Rule, which states that
local governments (counties, cities, and
school districts) are creatures of the state.
Finally, I briefly talked about Home Rule
Charters and how the charter gives municipalities some degree of autonomy, but in the
end, municipalities are “creatures of the
state” and what the state gives, the state can
take away.
Our households are mostly structured in a
federalist manner with a central figure(s) in
charge of the overall operation of the household. This is usually the parental figure(s)
which may be defined in any capacity where
there may or may not be components of the
central parent(s). The parents are in charge

of monitoring the assets and expenditures of
the household. We could think of each
household as a component government.
There are departments within the household
similar to those on the local, state, and
national level. Some of the household
departments could include the energy department (electrical, gas, water), the communications department (Internet, telephone, cable),
the safety department (ADT, or any external
monitoring system, etc). We could also look
at a household’s pension/retirement system,
health care/medical, and maintenance
department. Each of these departments has a
budget. Each month we are responsible for
allocating revenues to pay for our expenses.
If our liquid assets (payroll checks, dividends on investments, royalties, etc.) are less
than our expenditures, we go into deficit
spending. Deficit spending is spending
money we do not have.
We have three choices when we are in
deficit spending. We can continue to spend
money we don’t have, we can make more
money to offset the expenditures, or we can
cut spending. If we had a four bedroom
home when our children were at home, and
we choose to stay in our home when our children leave, we will still have the expenses of
maintaining that home. The budget for
paying utilities, safety, healthcare, etc., may
go down slightly, but the overall expense of
maintaining the home would remain. We
would have those three choices regarding our
decision to stay in our home, we could get a
job to pay for the additional expenses, we
could move to a smaller home to cut
expenses, or we could remain in our home,
do nothing, and incur additional debt. This
will be debt that will continue to accrue

interest until we are forced to go into foreclosure or bankruptcy.
There are many examples of households
that for reasons known only to the head,
which choose to do nothing. The mass
exodus of residents seeking employment can
be seen all over the country. Those who are
forced to remain are often victims of high
unemployment and related crime. Residents
who are fiscally trapped in communities that
is in economic decline become apathetic
with many of them choosing to do nothing
about it. Neighborhoods which were once
beautiful become blighted. Businesses flee
to the suburbs with the increase in crime.
There are two ways to recover from this
downturn in our community, either increase
revenue into the community, or cut the
remaining taxpayer’s expenses. If the
community is to survive, it simply cannot sit
back and do nothing.
Now we can go back to the macro level.
Our legislators in Washington are struggling
with a multi-trillion dollar deficit. However,
unlike our household budget, the decision
made in Washington affects the entire nation,
if not the entire global economy. Our legislators have a choice of three things, they can
produce more revenue to offset the nation’s
expenses, they can cut their way back into
fiscal solvency, or they can sit back, do
nothing, and go off the fiscal cliff.
It is all about balancing the budget. I am
looking at my household budget as my New
Year’s resolution. The reality is that in order
to maintain the lifestyle that I am accustomed to, I have to either increase my
revenues, and/or reduce my expenses. For
me, doing nothing is not an option.

Is Patterson’s Citation of the EM Law Really
the Reason for Pontiac Credit Upgrade?
Pontiac’s
recent
bond
rating
was
upgraded
to
stable based on
Finch rating of
B-minus. This
stability
may
have
been
accomplished by
a myriad of
reasons.
The
stability
of
Councilman
Pontiac’s fiscal
Randy Carter
situation
may
have been attributed to the actions of the current
emergency manager. Most notably of these
actions included, consolidation of public services, stabilizing the TIF districts, and the sale of
the city’s assets such as the Silver Dome, and
the recent sale of the water treatment plant, to
name a few. Although these actions may have
been perceived as brutal, they may have been
necessary. The question I would ask is could
Pontiac have stabilized itself without the
current or previous emergency managers.
First, let’s look at the consolidation of services. According to an article written by
Bloomberg, in five years, Pontiac has seen its
workforce slashed from 570 to about 76
(Bloomberg, 2012). The police department
merged with the Oakland County sheriff
department, and the fire department merged

with the cities of Waterford and Lake Angelus.
Starr Ambulance was hired for emergency services, Wade and Trim was hired for building
inspections, and a company out of Detroit was
hired for cemetery maintenance. 86% of
Pontiac’s public employees lost their jobs due
to shared services and consolidated for the sake
of efficiency and cost. Police response time
dropped from hours to under 10 minutes. The
58 original firefighter, 43 were rehired by
Waterford.
Next, let’s look at the Tax Increment
Finance Authority (TIFA) and the Downtown
Development Authority (DDA). The Strand
Theater and the Phoenix Center are in TIFA 2
district. These properties are currently being
sold under market value, yet both are
contributing to Pontiac’s current positive bond
rating. The Strand Theater has been closed
since 2004, and was purchased by West
Construction in December of 2012. The
Phoenix Center allegedly has a potential buyer,
which is a good thing. The 2013 fiscal budget
assumes a 14% decline in property tax
revenues, and the subsidization of debt service
for a tax increment district, and the ensuing sale
of certain assets. Currently, the Fitch rating for
TIFA 2 is “CCC” (MLIVE, 2013).
Lastly, there is the Silver Dome and the
water treatment plant. 35 years after citizen
spent $55.7 million building the Pontiac Silver
Dome, and a year after a $20 million sale fell
through, city officials sold the arena that was
once considered the most desirable property in

Oakland County, for $583,000. The sale was to
save the city 1.5 million dollars per year. And
then there was the waste water treatment plant.
The city’s sewage treatment plant could have
provided the city with as much as $15 million
annually if sewage is diverted from Detroit to
Pontiac (The Oakland Press, 2009). Detroit has
an agreement to sell the interceptor to Macomb
and Oakland County,” said McCulloch. “I
would hate to see Pontiac lose this opportunity,” McCulloch said. Leeb said McCulloch’s
office would have a proposal by Sept. 30th.
“We are doing the proper due diligence for
what is best for the city and the county, and not
just the county,” Leeb said. The deal died in

October, 2009.
Pontiac’s recent bond upgrade and fiscal
stability may have been the result of having an
emergency manager. However, I wonder if the
current elected officials could have achieved
the same outcome working directly with the
county with less carnage. Pontiac did not go
through the required steps of having a review
team come in before going into receivership,
therefore, I feel we may never know if the
current elected officials would have succeeded
or not. Regardless, it appears to be a good
thing that Pontiac seems to be on the road to
recovery.

Stacey’s Luxury
Cleaning Service
• We supply all materials and
we have eco-friendly products.
• We do free estimates
• We are affordable and reliable
• We have low senior rates
• We have flat fees or hourly rates.

Sweeping
Dusting • Windows
Organizing
Laundry
Vacuuming • Moping

Phone (248)-678-7879 • Email suntoia@aol.com
Serving Waterford, Keego Harbor, Bloomfield, West Bloomfield, Walled Lake,
Commerce, Farmington Hills, Pontiac, Auburn Hills, Novi and surrounding areas
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Lamarina

LAUNDRY Lounge
Dry Cleaners

Cheez It Pizza
600 West Huron in Pontiac • 248-454-1172 – We Deliver
Family Atmosphere – Secure & Safe

$1.99 Dry Clean

(Per Item)

Heavy Duty Washers & Dryers
70 Machines All Sizes
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN

Cheez It Pizza
248-454-1172
2 Medium Pizzas with 2 Toppings
FREE 2 Liter Pop

$

99

9

$

99

26

SPECIALTY PIZZA

SUB DEAL

Any Large Specialty

Plus Tax. Delivery Extra.
Limited Time Offer

$

99

9

Plus Tax. Delivery Extra.
Limited Time Offer

2 - 8” Subs
FREE 2 Liter Pop

Plus Tax. Delivery Extra.
Limited Time Offer

Pick-Up Only.

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

$

99

16

PIZZA WINGS & STIX
1 Large Pizza with 2 Toppings
10 pc. Wings
& Bread Stixs

3

Hours: Sun -Thurs 10am-10pm • Fri & Sat 10am-12 midnight

Large Special Pizza of Your Choice
Plus Large Pizza with 1 Topping
FREE 2 Liter Pop
Plus Tax. Delivery Extra.
Limited Time Offer

PARTY DEAL
Plus Tax. Delivery Extra.
Limited Time Offer

With Cheese & 1 Topping

Butter Parmesan,
Garlic Butter Parmesan,
Garlic Butter or Cajun

FAMILY DUO

Valid Monday & Tuesday only.
Plus Tax. Delivery Extra. Limited Time Offer

4 Large Pizzas with 2 Toppings
2 Liter Pop

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
Large Pizza $ 99

FREE Crust Flavors

600 West Huron • Pontiac

CHEEZ IT DEAL

We
Deliver

$

99

18

Whole Rotisserie
Chicken Dinner
with 2 Sides & Bread Stixs
Plus Tax. Delivery Extra.
Limited Time Offer

$

99

10

PICK-UP SPECIAL
Whole Rotisserie Chicken

Plus Tax. Pick-Up Only.
Limited Time Offer

$

99

5

CHEEZ IT GIANT FAMILY DEAL

$

99

9

Large Pizza with 2 Toppings, Whole Slab Ribs,
10 pc. Wings &
FREE 2 Liter Pop
Plus Tax. Delivery Extra.
Limited Time Offer
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Where: Oakland County
Executive Office Building
2100 Pontiac Lake Road
Building 41 West,
Waterford, MI 48328
Conference Center East

Monthly Diversity
Education Forum

When: 1:00 to 3:00 p.m.
Third Thursday of each month
Cost: No cost for monthly forum
Includes complimentary lunch
with pre-registration.

Oakland County Employment Diversity Council Presents:

“2012 - The Year in Review”
Thursday January 17, 2013, 1 to 3 p.m.

Register: www.ocedc.net
Contact Us:
Membership Chair:
Laura Robb
robbl@ocedc.net
(248) 691-8437 x 2974
Education Chair:
Malkia Newman
mnewman@cnsmi.org
248-409-4227
To Sponsor an event and
highlight your organization:
Chair
Frank Russell
248-858-5204
russellf@ocedc.net
Fax - 248-975-9742
OCEDC Mailing address:
PO Box 430686
Pontiac, MI 48343-0686
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The 2012 Presidential Elections, landmark Supreme Court decisions, changes in the Americans with Disabilities Act,
legislative decisions at the federal, state and local levels, all these events and more will greatly impact the business
community in the coming new year.
Join us for a lively discussion on these issues and more at our January Education Forum.

Objectives:
1. Explore major events that will have a direct effect on the business community, especially as it pertains to Cultural
Diversity and Inclusion.
2. Explore areas that require advocacy from the business community in the weeks and months ahead.
3. Discuss possible strategies for members of the business community to help impact policies at the local, state, and
federal level.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Human Resource Professionals • Business leaders • Department heads • Diversity Practitioners • HR Consultants
A POSITIVE NEWS SOURCE WITH A LOCAL FLAVOR
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The National Black Church Initiative’s
African American Family Circle Initiative 10 Year Plan
Continued from Previous
Issue of TPN Page 10
Marriage has several important benefits to the woman
and man involved – financial stability, health benefits,
extended family support systems, etc – but most important is
the marriage’s effect on the children who result from this
union.
While many children are being raised by other family,
community members, and occasionally the state, children
are best served when raised by their biological parents
unless extreme circumstances warrant interventions by the
above alternatives. This is not to say that biological parents
should not seek the support and strength of their extended
families, friends, community, and available social services
as children deserve the widest possible net of love and care.
However, it is important to recognize that the statistical
majority of Black families are now operating with less
support than they should or could – namely, participation of
the fathers. Men who are unmarried, as researched by
Robert Franklin, are more likely to engage in life-threatening risks, earn significantly less, have higher mortality
rates, and less satisfaction with their lives. Therefore, these
unmarried fathers, who are less likely to be the custodial
parent of their children, are at risk for financial, social, and
personal disadvantages which directly affect both their children and the mother(s) of their children.
From an article entitled The Dad Difference by Kyle D.
Pruett, there are several immediate benefits to a present
father. “The single most important birth circumstance that
protected against birth complications and further illness and
trauma in the newborn was the father’s presence at delivery.”
Secondly, “positive parental engagement for both boys and
girls is closely associated with a lower incidence of disruptive behavior, depression, sadness, and lying; a higher sociability through complying with parent’s wishes, getting along
with others, and being responsible; boys having fewer
school behavior problems; and girls having more cheerful
and happy exchanges, greater capacity for positive selfinvolvement, and a greater willingness to try new things.”
Kay S. Hymowitz, in her article The Black Family: 40
Years of Lies, outlines the problem caused by rejecting the
now infamous Moynihan Report.
Moynihan, then assistant secretary of labor and one of a
new class of government social scientists, was among the
worriers, as he puzzled over his charts. One in particular
caught his eye. Instead of rates of black male unemployment
and welfare enrollment running parallel as they always had,
in 1962 they started to diverge in a way that would come to
be called “Moynihan’s scissors.” In the past, policymakers
had assumed that if the male heads of household had jobs,
women and children would be provided for. This no longer
seemed true. Even while more black men—though still
“catastrophically” low numbers—were getting jobs, more
black women were joining the welfare rolls. Moynihan and
his aides decided that a serious analysis was in order.
Convinced that “the Negro revolution . . . a movement
for equality as well as for liberty,” was now at risk,
Moynihan wanted to make several arguments in his report.
The first was empirical and would quickly become indisputable: single-parent families were on the rise in the ghetto.
But other points were more speculative and sparked a
partisan dispute that has lasted to this day. Moynihan argued
that the rise in single-mother families was not due to a lack
of jobs but rather to a destructive vein in ghetto culture that
could be traced back to slavery and Jim Crow discrimination. Though black sociologist E. Franklin Frazier had
already introduced the idea in the 1930s, Moynihan’s argument defied conventional social-science wisdom. As he
wrote later, “The work began in the most orthodox setting,
the U.S. Department of Labor, to establish at some level of
statistical conciseness what ‘everyone knew’: that economic
conditions determine social conditions. Whereupon, it
turned out that what everyone knew was evidently not so.
Moynihan went much further than merely overthrowing
familiar explanations about the cause of poverty. He also
described, through pages of disquieting charts and graphs,
the emergence of a “tangle of pathology,” including delinquency, joblessness, school failure, crime, and fatherlessness
that characterized ghetto—or what would come to be called

underclass—behavior. He knew the dangers it posed to “the
basic socializing unit” of the family. And he suspected that
the risks were magnified in the case of blacks, since their
“matriarchal” family had the effect of abandoning men,
leaving them adrift and ‘alienated.’
In an effort to truly understand, respond to, and address
the issues surrounding African American families it is
important to highlight ongoing racial disparities pervasive in
education, economics, health, and housing. As published by
the US Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of
Minority Health, African Americans fare worse than their
White counterparts in almost every arena. In 2007 a lower
percentage of Blacks had earned a high school diploma than
their white counterparts and fewer Blacks enrolled in posthigh school education.
The National Black Church
Initiative has devised an Education Initiative and we already
have 250,000 volunteers working to drastically cut the
dropout rate among African American males and to increase
graduation rates of males and females at the collegiate level,
especially at historically black colleges and high schools
across America. Our dropout prevention programs and
educational summits, seminars, and initiatives are designed
to promote education as a cultural requirement, a financially
sound investment, and a tool to create future success.
Financially, as education levels indicate, African
Americans are again at a disadvantage. The average African
American median income was $33,916 compared to $54,920
for non-Hispanic white families. An astonishing 24.5% of
African Americans live at the poverty level compared to
8.2% of non-Hispanic whites. NBCI has created an aggressive financial literacy program to respond to this pressing
need. Our savings program encourages African American
families to save 1 year of salary over the next 7 years.
Education will be the center of this initiative, and we plan to
emphasize it in all phases of church life. This program will
help people realize the importance and power of money and
the effect it has on them emotionally, spiritually, socially,
physically, and economically. It also empowers them to use
money more effectively to carry out daily tasks and longrange plans. In essence, this course will change financial
behavior in the Black community to promote home and business ownership, long-range savings, family security, and,
most important, provide reasons to save, invest, buy insurance, and set money aside for college and retirement.
In terms of health, African Americans have a higher
death rate for heart diseases, stroke, cancer, asthma,

influenza, pneumonia, diabetes, HIV/AIDS, and homicide.
These statistics point to both the overall health states
affecting Black men and women and the diseases or health
habits they pass along to their children – continuing the
cycle of unhealthy behaviors and disease diagnoses. The
National Black Church Initiative has declared a Health
Emergency in the Black Church. Our Health Emergency
Declaration (HED) is a comprehensive approach to tackling
the tragic state of health in the Black community. For
decades the African American community has seen no
decrease in the health disparities gap in America despite the
many attempts to fix the issue by the government and private
organizations. The reasons that these plans did not work are
many, but the underlying cause of all of them is that they did
not have an already established grounding in the Black
community. Through the establishment of 35 innovative
health prevention communities, HED plans to create actual
change using proven, scientific methods that will educate
these communities across the country and promote preventive healthcare among them. Because of the Black Church’s
leading role in the Black community, HED will have a
greater and lasting impact on the African American community and seriously help to decrease the health disparities that
are so prevalent within it. You can find more information
about
our
HED
Initiatives
at
http://www.naltblackchurch.com/health/.
Housing needs also affect African Americans at disparate
levels. According to the US Census for 2007, 47.2% of
African Americans are homeowners as compared to 68.1%
of Whites. The National Black Church Initiative teamed
with national mortgage and housing organizations to provide
congregants and the public with information on how to keep
their home. The first initiative product was the NBCI
Foreclosure Prevention Guide, to help identify resources for
the explicit purpose of assisting homeowners facing financial difficulties. The program has grown to include the Ten
Easy Steps to Help Stop Foreclosure guide to help homeowners navigate the housing crisis, and information for
those intending to be first-time homebuyers.
All of these factors combined point to a serious crisis in
the African American community and family. NBCI has
several strategies to implement a science-based approach to
address, and hopefully repair the African American family
and reverse some of the harm done in the past 60 years.
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NBCI Healing Family Initiative: Solution Base
The central essence of NBCI’s Family Strengthening
Circles is to create a structured environment of education,
learning, and training. The core issue of the African
American family, we believe, is to provide sufficient and
adequate educational training modalities on how to implement a successful, Christian family-based model. The
model should help our families deal with any evils that are
destroying the family i.e. marital strife, sexual, economic,
and spiritual issues. Central to the success of this family
model and institute is to be able to employ, in a strategic
manner, the divine power of the ethics and teachings of our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
What the Black Family needs is a training institute that
will deal with every single issue that is destroying the
Black Family, as pointed out below. This institute should
create a Christian-based science model that once established can help to overcome issues facing today’s family.
The essence of what we are proposing becomes education
and training with the help of prayer and Christ’s guidance
through the Holy Spirit.
We plan to devote all of our time building and strengthening this structure where a science-based, cultural training
can take place to defeat the evils that are undermining the
glory of the Black Family. This is the complete and central
goal of our initiative.
NBCI’s Black Family Institute
The Black Family Institute should be established in
every NBCI Faith Command. NBCI’s Faith Commands
cover the entire geographic area of the United States. What
we envision is to employ Christian psychologists, family
educators, financial literacy experts, and clergy to create an
ongoing curriculum for families and to provide trainer of
trainer’s programs so we can create certified family trainers
in all of our congregations.
These institutes will have a staff of seven people and
will become a Training Family Center for the fifteen major
African American denominations in this country. We will
look at congregant models in the Christian community,
such as Focus on the Family in Colorado Springs, CO, to
begin to strengthen these institutes. Our theological
culture, social, and anthropologist approach will be based
upon Black culture and understanding. It is critically
important that the approach of the Institute and building the
Black Family Model reflects the social sciences of African
Americans. Let there be no mistake about it, Christ’s
Biblical central teachings will be the overarching theoretical approach that the Black Family Institute utilizes. All of
our curriculums will be viewed in that light by African
American, Bible-believing pastors. It is critical to emphasize here how important it is to understand the theories
from the theologian, but it is most important to understand
the application from pastors because of their unprecedented
access to their congregants and clearly understanding and
knowing what Black Christian families need and how to
present it. If there is ever a conflict between theory and
application concerning family, the Black Family Institute,
in building its family model, will consider Bible scripture
as precedent over sociological theory.
NBCI’s Healing Family Initiative dedicated in memory
of Dr. Dorothy Heights. This project will be an extension
of Dorothy Heights’ dream of strengthening the Black
family through her long career as President of the National
Council of Negro Women and her tireless support of the
National Black Family Reunion. As a strong advocate for
the Black Family Dr. Heights has inspired NBCI to follow
in her prestigious footsteps to enact change that will honor
her lifelong efforts.
To fulfill this goal we
will do the following:
1. NBCI will issue a statement on the Black family and
the importance of strong family ties in an effort to stop the
hemorrhaging in the areas of divorce, marriage, and single
parent-ness.
2. NBCI will hold a series of Black family seminars in
our churches, two in each of the faith commands.
3. NBCI will issue a report card on politicians and
government agencies that we believe are a threat to the
American family, urging our members not to support these
organizations or individuals.
4. NBCI will tackle the issue of spousal and relationship
abuse head on.

5. NBCI will not tolerate sexual violence – pedophilia,
incest, rape, etc.
6. NBCI will hold classes educating members on
healthy marriage practices and good parenting.
7. NBCI will deal with the issue of adultery in an effort
to protect marriage, relationships, and Christian values.
8. NBCI will teach healthy family eating habits and
encourage exercise.
9. NBCI will address cultural forces within society that
have an anti-Black family influence.
10. NBCI will declare that homosexuality is a threat to
the existence of the Black family and should be met with
counseling, prayer, and other legitimate means of therapy.
NBCI will organize Family Strengthening Circles
throughout its 34,000 church network. Each distinct
geographic area with a significant African American
community and NBCI member churches will contain a
Family Strengthening Circle containing 7 to 14 individuals,
not exceeding 14 people. The purpose of these circles is to
examine and understand the social, psychological, and
economic issues facing the Black families in that specific
area. We do understand that each area is affected by its
own unique set of weaknesses and strengths that have their
own distinct set of possible solutions.
As the goal of each Family Circle is to facilitate
dialogue while circumventing bureaucracy, we aim to limit
the participants of these Circles to 14. These members,
distinguished and respected members of the African
American community, cannot afford to be bogged down by
processes that undermine the goal of the summit. These
Family Circles are not an opportunity for participants to
display their intellectual or moral superiority – that would
undermine the spirit of the event. The central point is to
arrive at solutions of the unique problems facing their
community through logical, respectful dialogue. It is also
necessary to challenge the present science and methodology that slows progress for the African American family
– in other words, we have to find a way that works.
Each Circle should contain the experts in the following
fields – financial, legal, education, medicine/health. The
church must also be represented in the form of NBCI
members – at least 3 recognized, ordained clergy participants. These clergy participants cannot be NBCI Faith
Command Leaders as these leaders will be overseeing the
Family Circle in their faith command. Find more information about NBCI Faith Commands at http://www.naltblackchurch.com/about/index.html. The Circle should
represent all facets of the public; however, the majority of
the participants should be married with children so as to
accurately discuss the issues at hand. Single, divorced,
widowed, or separated participants should be present as
well and each panel will have its own unique composition.
Homosexual issues can and will be discussed but openly
gay panel participants will not be considered for the Family
Circles. Family Circles will not be a platform for discrimination in any way, but these Circles do represent the teachings of Jesus Christ and as such will exclude this particular
segment of society.
For each of Family Circles there will be sub-committees
dealing with specific issues. These committees will help
young people make good choices and motivate their peers
to make similarly intelligent life choices. These subcommittees will also educate the adults participating in the
Family Circle about the needs of the young people within
their community to better address their issues. These subcommittees will be divided as follows:
• African American Males – Ages 10 to 21
• African American Females - Ages 10 to 21
The Family Circle must highlight the importance of
marriage and discuss ways to improve both marriage rates
and retention.
The Family Circle’s charge is to set the moral standards
for the African American community in which the Family
Circle is being held. These Circles are not meant to stop at
mere dialogue – enforcement of the goals and codes
decided upon in each Circle must be a priority. The
enforcement of the standards of the African American
community decided upon in each Family Circle will uphold
the proud traditions of each community while developing
innovative strategies to deal with the blights that mar the
African American landscape. For instance, the ‘trend’ of
young African American men wearing their pants so low
that their underwear is showing – ‘sagging’ – can be an
issue for some communities but not for others. In some
communities this may be a priority as these young children
subject themselves to prejudices, discrimination, and
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stereotypes that affect their ability to function as beneficial
members of the community and society at large. This is
something that can be regulated through support from
schools, churches, civic groups, parents, and more. There
is nothing too large or too small to be addressed in these
Circles and it is essential to see the solution, or possible
solution, for each issue.
The goal here, before making any decisions, is to listen
to all parties. It is through discussing the truly difficult
topics and attempting to work together to find new solutions that these Family Circles will enact change.
The other central charge of these Family Circles is to
pay particular attention to female head-of-households.
These women, as indicated by the statistics above, represent a significant segment of the African American community. A relationship must be made with these women, with
the help of the church, in an effort to strengthen support
networks, provide essential counseling, and to encourage
these women to go to church on a regular basis. The Circle
should set standards and provide critical direction to these
women with the goal of breaking the cycle of single motherhood, reinstating the sanctity of marriage, and promoting
the proper care of children. Being single, while sometimes
unavoidable, is not God’s plan for families. We must help
single mothers carve out an ethical lifestyle that is beneficial to their children and pleasing to God. For instance, we
must provide guidelines and suggestions for a healthy
dating life which in turn will promote healthier marriages.
The Family Circles are responsible for defending the
integrity of the Black family in the face of regulations that
will divide and destroy. The Circle must define a list of
advocates – a group of people to help the community navigate government policies that go against the African
American community and the Church. This opposition
must also leave room for cooperation with the government
as there are programs which benefit the family that the
African American community must take advantage of.
This African American Family Circle Initiative
addresses the needs of the African American family by
focusing on the core of our community, facing problems
head-on, developing innovative strategies to implement
change, and enforcing new socially beneficial norms.
While it is unrealistic to foresee these problems evaporating overnight, especially considering the steep statistical
disadvantage in nearly every arena, the National Black
Church Initiative will work diligently to realize a transformation for the Black family.
Procedures
The Healing Circles must agree to the Faith Command
Leader’s recommendation for Chairman/Chairwoman for
the Family Circle in the corresponding geographic area.
These recommendations will be gathered from pastors – to
be considered for Chairman/Chairwoman you must be in
good standing with your church.
The Healing Circles must agree to implement all strategies, moral edicts, and other solutions discussed in the
Family Circle.
The Healing Circle must follow all disciplinary guidelines issued by the National Black Church Initiative and the
Faith Command Leader.
The Healing Circle Chair must attend all national meetings or designate an approved substitute.
The Healing Circle must raise a minimum of $100,000
per year and provide the National Black Church Initiative
with 30% of all monies raised for the purposes of overhead
and administration of the national Initiative.
The Healing Circles must report all income to the
National Black Church Initiative and keep acceptable
records of the following – salaries, audits, purchases, and
all financial records.
The Healing Circles must accept the National Black
Church Initiative as a signatory on all financial accounts
associated with the Healing Circles. The National Black
Church Initiative must have access to all accounts – there
will be no exception.
The Healing Circle Chairman/ Chairwoman must
submit a resume and one-page letter to the National Black
Church Initiative outlining experience and qualifications
for the position.
[1] Franklin, Robert M. Crisis in the Village: Restoring
Hope in African American Communities. Fortress Press,
2007
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Ask Elaine.com
By Elaine Smith-Wright

Dear Elaine:
I’m twenty-one years old, educated and have a great paying job. I have been told that I
am very attractive but I’m not the type to let this kind of compliment go to my head. Yes I
think I’m cute but I hope that my problem is not about my looks. The situation is that I have
no problem with getting dates. So I know you are probably wondering what do I have to
complain about right? Well, my problem is that just when I think I’ve found Mr. Right and
everything is going along fine and we’ve been together for a while, maybe five or six
months, I always find that I am with another guy who only wants to date me. They do not
want to call me their girlfriend. I’m offended because I feel like after five or six months of
dating and being intimate, if nothing else, I should at least be referred to or introduced as
“girlfriend” and not just my friend. If it’s not my looks am I doing something wrong and if I
am, what on earth is it? Help!
Signed,
Miss Call Me like You Should

Phillips from page 4
After graduating from DePaul he went on
to the University of Kentucky on a full ride to
earn his Master of Music, much of which was
spent as a teacher’s assistant, which gave him
his first brush with teaching a college classroom. It was also at this time that he had
another brush with jazz and this time it stuck.
“I got into jazz on the goof,” said Damani,
smiling. The University of Kentucky had a
fine jazz program and though Damani wasn’t
enrolled as such, he did play with the jazz
band and therein began his journey as a jazz
musician. After graduating from the
University of Kentucky Damani returned
again to Pontiac working at McCourt’s Music
Store downtown Pontiac and substitute taught
in the Pontiac schools. It was at this time that
Damani began using the Jamey Abersold
series of jazz instructional CD’s to hone his
skills. He could be heard at all times of day
upstairs at McCourt’s playing along with these
CD’s which have a rhythm section and allows
the student to play along with it. Damani
began to rapidly improve, using these CD’s to
play gigs anywhere and everywhere; anybody
who would have him, tip jar intact, he played,
overcoming his self admitted stage fright and
his lack of experience playing jazz. Lee Weis,
a local guitar player needed a sax player for a
blues band and that’s how Phillips “got his feet
wet.” “I was done with classical music,”
Phillips quipped. “I got maybe three calls to
play this stuff in twelve years and it was in a
style that meant very little to anybody around
me.”
Damani went on to study at Wayne State
University, obtaining a second Masters in Jazz
Studies. It was here that he began his foray
into the world of composition. “Wayne has
about the best curriculum in jazz composition
than anybody in the Midwest,” said Phillips. I
really got my composing and arranging chops
together there and it has benefitted me
greatly.” This writer got to know Damani
better around this time. I had him playing with
my quintet on several gigs and I watched him
grow exponentially while with me, often
playing so much horn that I found it difficult to
credit his relatively short time playing this
very difficult and challenging music. In fact, it
was true; Damani took to jazz like a fish does
to water. It was my honor to have had him for

that time.
Later on Damani composed his first album,
“String Theory” which is one of the most
beautiful collections of pieces for sax I have
heard in years. He bridges the gap between
both worlds of classical and jazz in this
recording. He put all that training at Wayne
State to good use as the string parts along with
very tasteful arrangements and superb lyrical
interpretation and thoughtful solos were
aurally quite captivating. Though given much
acclaim by those who heard it, this did not
propel Phillips into the place he rightfully
should be but will eventually be part of a
discography the likes of going back and
listening to Bird’s(Charlie Parker) first works
which are now collector’s items. Damani
didn’t stop there in his academic pursuits. He
went on to enroll at the University of Denver
at Boulder in the Doctorate of Music Arts in
Jazz Studies. Though the program was rather
“starchy” as Phillips describes it, he truly
credits the program with sharpening his
university classroom teaching chops. This
program prepared him for the rigors of university instruction and the nuances of dealing
with the university climate of things beyond
just the classroom but the politics of the
profession as well. The program also taught
him about the “deeper” elements of jazz
including chord substitutions and harmonic
content, chord-scale relationships and allowed
him to meet some great players. He graduated
with one of the few doctorate degrees in this
area nationwide. This alone should bring
Pontiac great pride.
His present position as Professor of Jazz
Studies at Grinnell College in Iowa has reaped
many benefits for his students as well as
Phillips himself. He has had an opportunity to
use resources to study in New York and New
Orleans, make contact with some of the finest
jazz players in the country and hone his skills
to a fever pitch which is demonstrated on his
latest recording, “The Reckoning.” Dr.
Phillips wrestled for three long months over
the name of the album. Finally he broke the
name down to these two elements: Personal
reckoning which is seizing the opportunities
and making them work and making a bold
statement about who he is as an artist at this
time. This CD is a culmination of all that he is;
the very best he has to give at this time and he
laid it all out.
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Mrs. Smith-Wright started out as a Mass Communications major at Oakland University
and now holds a B.A. degree in Nursing Home Administration and the Certificate of
Gerontology and Sociology of the Aging from Wiley College along with a MBA Degree from
East Texas Baptist University in Management. She also holds a Certificate in Filmmaking,
Screenwriting and Directing from the Motion Picture Institute of Michigan.
Dear Miss Call Me:
This is really a big issue with a lot of women and especially with those who are hoping to find
a permanent mate. When a woman starts to think about “why am I always with this kind of a
man?” You automatically start to examine yourself or at least you should. This way you take
responsibility for what is happening over and over again. Did you ever stop and wonder that
maybe you are drawn to men who may be afraid of intimacy or who don’t intend to commit thus
setting yourself up for failure? Maybe you don’t really want to be the girlfriend. You can tell a
lot about a man and one thing is for sure, if he is extremely good looking, you couldn’t possibly
be the only woman interested in him. Men pick up on women that are interested in being with
them and believe me, they are flattered and think if nothing else that she is willing to not only go
out on a date but be intimate. They think “so why be stuck with only one woman when the world
is full of available women?” I hate to say it, but men know that just as well as I do! So this is the
price you will have to pay to be with him. Either put up with being a “friend” or go on about your
business. You shouldn’t have to ask him to be his girlfriend and if you do, then you have a
problem. Remember that you are only twenty-one and you have a lot of years and living ahead
of you. Maybe you shouldn’t be so hung up on titles. My opinion (since you asked for it) is that
a woman should never want to be with a man if he doesn’t want to be exclusive anyway!
Remember what the AIDS epidemic is based upon? Let me remind you. If you are going to be
intimate with a guy and he’s not being exclusive with you, then he is sleeping around with somebody else and you are sleeping with that somebody else and every other somebody else they are
sleeping with and so on and so on and so on. Be careful. Plus if he is sleeping with other women
how do you think that is being respectful to you? So if you lose him because he doesn’t want to
be called your boyfriend after five or six months, then it’s better that you get rid of the extra
baggage right now rather then later when you are really vested in this rascal. Lose him now and
not later! Good Luck!
On a personal note, this album is not only
the best I think that Damani is giving, but it is
the best I’ve heard compared to many efforts
from other musicians attempting to “play
jazz.” This album is not a set of musicians just
playing jazz, but a group of artists who has
allowed jazz to play them. There are points in
this CD where it is clear that technique,
remembering chord changes, conscious
choices of notes and standard jazz acumen has
been transcended into simply being open
vessels for serious human expression. This
album (collection of songs) has to be reckoned
with. “I wrote all the tunes first then named
them,” said Dr. Phillips. I listened to them over
and over and over again until the right name
came to me.” The album is dedicated to his
father and one of the tunes, “One for C.P.” is
homage to the late, flamboyant civic leader.
“My pops and I would get into debates about
playing more “accessible” jazz as opposed to
the more core stuff. This song has all the
elements which pay respect to those debates.”
It does do that but still does not bore the
listener or the musicians playing it with
playing over two chords the whole song.
Damani said that, “this is a sonic tribute to a
man who kept me on earth.”
Time and space won’t permit me to address
all the tunes even though we discussed all of
them by the third scotch….I do want to
mention that the personnel on this CD are a
virtual who’s who of the New York jazz scene
and nationally and internationally known and
well respected. Damani was aided by local
former drummer, Charles Hopkins in
obtaining the great Lewis Nash, a drummer
who has played with everybody you can name
in the jazz world since the seventies. Nash
does a stellar job of interpreting Phillip’ not so
easy arrangements with the kind of ease and
facility rendered by so few these days.
Phillips’ selection of trumpet sensation, Greg
Gisbert was wise indeed as he displays technical velocity unparalleled in nearly 80% of
any jazz circles worldwide. He is in a select
fraternity reserved only for those who have the
king archetype of technical achievement but
the wisdom to dispense it judiciously and with
good taste as he does particularly on Damani’s
interpretation of Recordame originally by
saxman Joe Henderson called Sinister Intent,
set to a different Phillips melody and rhythmic
interpretation. Gisbert displays a solo super-
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imposing 6/8 time over four sounding triplets
on the bridge, extreme harmonic vocabulary,
SOUL, and great command of this difficult
instrument. Gisbert has become one of my
favorites, right up there with Lee Morgan,
Clifford Brown, Freddie Hubbard and Diz.
His other choice is equally impeccable in
organist Pat Bianchi, easily the aire apparent
to organ monster Joey DeFranchesco. Bianchi
delivers on tune after tune, providing imaginative foot and hand bass Hammond B-3 power
and a rifle-like right hand managing expansive, warm chords and overall tasty solo work,
harmonically interesting, accessible and fun to
listen to. The whole album is without question,
fun, provocative, challenging, SOULFUL and
reflective, especially on the ballad Isfahan, a
Billy Strayhorn piece which contrary to Dr.
Phillips’ assertion that ballads are not his
strongest suit yet; this interpretation both on
his playing of the melody and his solo work,
defy that assertion.
Dr. Damani Phillips is a credit to our city,
to us as a People and to the world of music. He
is an artist of very high skill, extremely
thoughtful compositional depth, serious pedagogical direction as a teacher, has inculcated
the proper history into his playing and beyond
all this high falootin’ music-ease I’ve regurgitated, just plain plays his ass off! I want every
one of you reading this to go out and purchase
this CD, The Reckoning by Damani Phillips,
one of our own, educated right here in
Pontiac. Don’t just get it to “support” one of
our own. Get it because this is seriously great
music. On a personal note, though I am over
ten years his senior, his pursuits inspired me
academically. Our musical exchanges have
inspired and educated me in ways I can’t
verbalize.
It is now about four hours (four scotches)
later and we concluded our interview around
nine that night. Many people had arrived by
that time milling about but had no idea of who
was in their midst; a scholar, a world class
artist and a shining star in the crown that sits
atop the head of Pontiac’s great music history
be it the Jones Brothers, Ronnie McNeir,
Bubby Hatchet, Dangerous Dan Turner,
Danny Carthanes, George Glazier, Stanley
Geter, Hooker Borders, Bubby Webb, Charles
Anthony and the list goes on. Damani is a
world class figure who is set to adorn the
bigger crown of global jazz. Wait and see.
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A Perspective

Is Public Education Necessary?
The New American | 2009-10-15
By Sam Blumenfield
We would not have to ask the above question if public education had not become the
great, costly, and tragic failure that it is. It
has failed the children, but in reality it has
not failed the progressives. They were the
ones who engineered the dumbing-down
process which parents and taxpayers
continue to pay for. But it is the children who
suffer in terms of becoming intellectually
disabled, semi-literate, disoriented, frustrated, and terribly unhappy. But what is
even a bit disheartening is that many liberals
still believe that government schooling has
been a noble experiment.
Perhaps Walter Lippmann, the great
liberal pundit, best expressed liberal disappointment in the great experiment when he
wrote in 1941, while World War II was
raging in Europe: “Universal and compulsory modern education was established by
the emancipated democracies during the
nineteenth century. ‘No other foundation can
be devised,’ said Thomas Jefferson, ‘for the
preservation of freedom and happiness.’ Yet
as a matter of fact during the twentieth
century the generations trained in these
schools have either abandoned their liberties
or they have not known, until the last
desperate moment, how to defend them. The
schools were to make men free. They have
been in operation for some sixty or seventy
years and what was expected of them they
have not done. The plain fact is that the graduates of the modern schools are the actors in
the catastrophe which has befallen our civilization. Those who are responsible for
modern education -- for its controlling
philosophy -- are answerable for the results.”
Unfortunately, they have not been
answerable for the results. In fact, if you read
today’s slick professional education journals,
you detect great pride in what they’ve
accomplished. And of course, since the time
Lippmann wrote as he did, we have had any
number of wars — Korea, Vietnam, First
Gulf War, Iraq, Afghanistan — with no end
in sight. Not even Lippmann would have
foreseen our war against Islamic terrorism.
In fact, on September 11, 2001, the United
States was attacked in a manner that no one
could have predicted. It was worse than Pearl
Harbor, and the reason why the terrorists

succeeded was because what they planned
and successfully carried out was too diabolical to be believed. It required believing the
unbelievable. A well-educated people is
supposed to believe the unbelievable when
warranted.
There were many seductive arguments
for free universal public education at the
time of its first promotion in the early years
of the nineteenth century. Horace Mann
spoke of compulsory free education as the
means of perfecting humanity, the “great
equalizer,” the “balance wheel of the social
machinery,” the “creator of wealth
undreamed of.” Poverty, ignorance, prejudice, social injustice, and every other evil
afflicting the human race, it was thought,
would disappear.
Others argued that free education for all
would help us preserve our way of life.
Governor DeWitt Clinton of New York said
in 1826: “I consider the system of our
common schools as the palladium of our
freedom, for no reasonable apprehension can
be entertained of its subversion as long as the
great body of people are enlightened by
education.”
Daniel Webster, the famous Senator from
Massachusetts, eloquently echoed those optimistic sentiments in 1837 when he said:
“Education, to accomplish the ends of good
government, should be universally diffused.
Open the doors of the school houses to all the
children in the land. Let no man have the
excuse of poverty for not educating his
offspring. Place the means of education
within his reach, and if he remain in ignorance, be it his own reproach…. On the
diffusion of education among the people
rests the preservation and perpetuation of our
free institutions.”
But of course neither Daniel Webster nor
DeWitt Clinton could have foreseen what
would happen to public education once atheistic socialists got their hands on it. We have
seen a steady erosion of our domestic
freedom to an ever growing dependence on
government to solve all of our problems.
Most Americans, living in a capitalist
society, still cannot understand such basic
economic concepts as supply and demand, or
the meaning of the word profit, or how
government can cause inflation with the
printing press and thereby destroy the value
of our currency. Even the President of the
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United States, a graduate of Harvard Law
School, seems unable to understand some
fundamental economic principles that
govern a free, capitalist society.
It is important to note that our system of
compulsory state-controlled education was
not brought about by any spontaneous
popular demand, for education was already
virtually universal in America before it
became compulsory. And most people did
not relish the idea of paying taxes to support
schools that were not really necessary. But
the politicians and professional educators
wanted government financed education
because running successful private schools
was not easy.
According to Prof. E. G. West: “The
supplier of educational services to the
government, the teachers and administrators,
as we have seen, had produced their own
organized platforms by the late 1840’s; it
was they indeed who were the leading instigators of the free school campaign. Whilst
conventional history portrays them as distinguished champions in the cause of children’s
welfare and benevolent participants in a
political struggle, it is suggested here that the
facts are equally consistent with the hypothesis of self-interest behavior as described
above.”
It has become abundantly obvious that all
of the totalitarian states of the modern world
have used the instrument of public education, with the willing cooperation of most
public school teachers, to keep their people
enslaved. School teachers, even in a free
society, are not necessarily freedom fighters.
They generally do what the government tells
them to do. That’s the way they keep their
jobs, particularly in a down economy.
Most Americans are not aware that our
own compulsory education system was
based on the Prussian model, which was criticized by wary citizens as being inappropriate for a free country. It was suspected that
such a system transplanted to our country
would not promote freedom. Horace Mann,
who was most instrumental in getting
America to adopt the Prussian system,
addressed the critics. He wrote in 1844:
“If Prussia can pervert the benign influences of education to the support of arbitrary
power, we surely can employ them for the
support and perpetuation of republican institutions. A national spirit of liberty can be

cultivated more easily than a national spirit
of bondage; and if it may be made one of the
great prerogatives of education to perform
the unnatural and unholy work of making
slaves, then surely it must be one of the
noblest instrumentalities for rearing a nation
of freemen.”
One of the great uses of history is to be
able to study the foolishness of past leaders
who today are upheld as great benevolent
statesmen. Horace Mann is certainly one of
these moral idiots who gave us an education
system that has gradually dumbed-down the
American people to the point where their
enslavement is virtually assured. If under the
present regime in Washington, the American
people manage to fend off their enslavement,
it won’t be because of anything they learned
in the government schools. It will be because
of a spirit of independence and love of
freedom that is enabling them to rise up in
face of a potential dictatorship.
Public education was not only unnecessary, it has become the major destructive
force of American culture, a destroyer of
academic excellence and moral behavior.
The growth of the home-school movement
has demonstrated that parents can become
better educators than the so-called professionals. Our colleges of education are
producing educators who have no idea of
how to teach reading, writing, or even simple
arithmetic. Their minds have been filled with
a collectivist ideology that makes them
unwitting accomplices in the enslavement of
the American people. Unbelievable, but true.
If you want to survive in today’s America,
you’d better start believing in the unbelievable.
Dr. Samuel L. Blumenfeld is the author of
nine books on education including NEA:
Trojan Horse in American Education, The
Whole Language/OBE Fraud, and The
Victims of Dick & Jane and Other Essays. Of
NEA: Trojan Horse in American Education,
former U.S. Senator Steve Symms of Idaho
said: “Every so often a book is written that
can change the thinking of a nation. This
book is one of them.” Mr. Blumenfeld’s
columns have appeared in such diverse
publications as Reason, The New American,
The Chalcedon Report, Insight, Education
Digest, Vital Speeches, WorldNetDaily, and
others.
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David L. Mathews Named President
of OCC’s Auburn Hills Campus
David L.
Mathews, 63,
has
been
named
President of
the Oakland
Community
College (OCC)
Auburn Hills
Campus
by
Chancellor
Tim Meyer.
The appointment
took
David L. Mathews
effect January
2.
Mathews joined Oakland Community
College in 2002 as Dean of Academic and

Student Affairs at the Southfield Campus.
He was named college-wide Academic Dean
of Business/Information Technology in
August 2012. He also serves as an adjunct
economics faculty member and as liaison to
the highly-respected Galileo Project, which
encourages faculty members to take leadership roles in introducing innovative teaching
techniques.
Before coming to OCC Mathews served
in Vietnam, then spent 13 years at
Marygrove College where he occupied a
variety of positions including Associate
Director of Admissions, grant writer, Title IV
Program Administrator and as a faculty
member teaching such subjects as statistics,
economics and business.
Praising the work of the college

committee that selected Mathews,
Chancellor Meyer noted that the group
“came together with a commitment to
provide OCC with the best leadership. In
view of David Mathews’ background, reputation and service I feel they have done an
outstanding job.”
Mathews earned his bachelor’s degree in
economics and business (double major) from
Marygrove College, and holds a master’s
degree in public policy from the University
of Michigan.
Married to OCC’s Executive Director of
Enrollment Management, Carla Mathews,
the couple has six adult children. They
reside in Clinton Township.
The Auburn Hills Campus, which
enrolled more than 9,000 students last fall, is
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the largest of OCC’s campuses. Known for
its wide array of advanced technical offerings such as computer-aided design and
robotics, Auburn Hills is home to the
Oakland Police Academy, Fire Academy and
Emergency Medical Technician program, as
well as the 22-acre Combined Regional
Emergency Services Training (CREST)
facility, which trains first-responder
personnel from throughout the region.
With five campuses located throughout
Oakland County, OCC is the largest of
Michigan’s 28 community colleges and the
23rd largest in the nation. OCC offers
degrees and certificates in more than 160
fields including university transfer and
general studies degrees.
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Bloomfield Hills Woodward Estates
Pontiac, Michigan
Neighborhood Association
Monthly Meeting
Saturday January 12, 2013 – 1pm until 2:30pm
KAPPA FOUNDATION - 200 Earlmoor
Denise Hatter Chairperson & President
Attorney Richard Taylor Vice President

Sewer Cleaners
We Open it Before

24 Hours
Open Up Your Doors an
we will open your drain:

Drains – Sewer Lines – Sinks
Gutters – Toilets and Much More
Since 1966

24 Hours 248-739-2406
The

Pontiac News
Subscription Order Form
Yes, I would like to receive The Pontiac News at my
( ) Business or ( ) Home ( ) Church
Cost of subscription is $26 annually or .50 per issue
Company______________________________________________
Name_________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________
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The Pontiac Alumnae Chapter Of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. Presents…
A Reflection Of Sisterhood:
Celebrating Delta’s 100 Year Journey
WHO and WHAT: The Pontiac
Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc., presents a Centennial
Founders Day Celebration – A Reflection
of Sisterhood: Celebrating Delta’s 100
Year Journey.
This Founders Day celebration is especially significant as Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc. celebrates reaching 100 years
of public service to communities both,
domestically and internationally. The goal
is to commemorate the sorority’s founding
and pay homage to its’ Founders for having
the vision and paving the way to have
continued impact on communities through
public service.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. was
founded on January 13, 1913 by 22 female
students at Howard University in
Washington, D.C. These young women
wanted to use their collective strength to
promote academic excellence; to provide
scholarships; to provide support to the
underserved; educate and stimulate partici-

pation in the establishment of positive
public policy; and to highlight issues and
provide solutions for problems in their
communities.
The Pontiac Alumnae Chapter’s
program will include a living museum,
reflective of the sorority’s history and
significant members who impacted the
women’s suffrage movement and civil
rights throughout history, as well as live
entertainment including an inspirational
dance, song and video. Light refreshments
will be served.
This event is open to the public and will
enrich not only members but the Pontiac
and surrounding communities as a whole.
WHERE: Pontiac Creative Arts Center,
47 Williams Street, Pontiac, MI 48341
WHEN: Saturday, January 12, 2013, 6
p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
COST: $10 Individual Ticket
To purchase tickets, call Gloria
McDonald at (586) 713-9821 or La’Leatha
Spillers at (248) 854-7958 .

St. Joseph Mercy Oakland To Host
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day Observance
St. Joseph Mercy Oakland (SJMO) will host its annual Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day
observance 11:30 a.m. Monday, Jan. 14, in the hospital’s Franco Communications Center
Auditorium, 44405 Woodward Ave., Pontiac.
The observance will be a celebration of the life and teachings of Dr. King and of SJMO’s
commitment to excellence in patient care.
A reception with light refreshments will follow immediately in the Franco Center
atrium.
The public is invited free of charge.

Michigan School of the Arts
Along with The Pontiac News
presents

Celebration of the Arts
Casting Call
Runway to Success
Thursday - Saturday
January 17-19, 2013
7-8pm

City/State/Zip__________________________________________

Vendor, Clothing & Sponsorship
Opportunities are available but are limited

Telephone #______________________Fax # _________________

• Casting Call for Models ages 6 & Up
• Community Fashion Show Fundraiser
• Special Contribution to “MSA”
Michigan School of the Arts

Email Address__________________________________________
Website Address________________________________________

Mail completed Subscription Form to: The Pontiac News - P.O.
Box 431412 - Suite 1, Pontiac, Michigan 48343.
Email thepontiacnews@sbcglobal.net
Phone - 248-758-1411 www.thepontiacnews.com

Elementary, Jr. High, High School, College & Career

For more info contact Lisa
248-736-8865 or email
wecorp5@gmail.com
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Auto Show Bonus Cash - $750 on Buick LaCrosse~$500 on GMC Terrain and GMC Sierra 1500!
GM employee discount now extended to Aunts, Uncles, Nieces, Nephews
Leather

2013 BUICK VERANO

198/mo

$

2013 BUICK ENCLAVE

348/mo

$

*

24 MONTH LEASE

2013 BUICK LACROSSE

238/mo

$

*

24 MONTH LEASE

*24 month lease 10,000 miles/year using GM employee discount, lease conquest rebate and
$375 down. Payment before tax. Plate, title and document fees extra. No security deposit
required w/approved credit. MSRP$23.965. Offer ends 1.31.2013.

36 month lease with 10,000 miles/year using GM employee discount, lease conquest and
$150 down. Payment before tax. Plate, title and document fees extra. No security deposit
required with approved credit. MSRP $43,285. Offer ends 1.31.2013.

24 MONTH LEASE
24 month lease 10,000 miles/year using GM employee discount, purchase conquest and
$650 down. Payment before tax. Plate, title and document fees extra. No security deposit
required with approved credit. MSRP $32,535. Offer ends 1.31.2013.

$0 DOWN

$0 DOWN

2013 GMC TERRAIN

198/mo

$

2013 4WD GMC
SIERRA 1500 SLE

2013 GMC ACADIA

249/mo

$

*

*

215/mo

$

*

*

24 MONTH LEASE

24 MONTH LEASE

24 MONTH LEASE

24 month lease 10,000 miles/year using GM employee discount and $1,250 down. Payment
before tax. Plate, title and document fees extra. No security deposit required with approved
credit. MSRP $26,660. Offer ends 1.31.2013.

24 month lease 10,000 miles/year using GM Employee discount, lease conquest and $0
down. Payment before tax. Plate title and document fees extra. No security deposit required
with approved credit. MSRP $35,095. Offer ends 1.31.2013.

24 month lease 10,000 miles/year using GM employee discount and GM loyalty. Payment
before tax. Plate, title and document fees extra. No security deposit required with approved
credit. MSRP $36,970. Offer ends 1.31.2013.

2008 Saturn Aura ..................................................$119*/mo
2006 Jeep Commander ..............................................$9,594*
2004 Volvo XC90 Turbo w/sunroof ............................$9,794*
2006 Buick Rendezvous ............................................$9,992*
2007 Saturn Vue DVD player, heated seats ............$10,792*
2010 Pontiac G6 ..............................................Just $202*/mo
2009 Pontiac Vibe............................................Just $167*/mo
2008 Ford Explorer..........................................Just $163*/mo
2009 Chevy Traverse ......................................Only $194*/mo
2010 Jeep Liberty Sport..........................................$199*/mo

2009 GMC Acadia ..........................................Only $257*/mo
2008 GMC Sierra Crew Cab ....................................$263*/mo
2009 Pontiac G8 ..............................................Just $279*/mo
2012 Chevy Camaro Low miles! ....................Only $271*/mo
2009 Nissan Murano AWD, Leather, Sunroof ..Just $275*/mo
2009 GMC Sierra Crew Cab............................Only $275*/mo
2011 Buick Regal RL3 ....................................only $293*/mo
2007 Chevy Avalanche............................................$367*/mo
2009 Chevy Silverado ............................................$299*/mo
2010 GMC Terrain AWD Certified! ..................Just $299*/mo

*Payment does not include tax. 20% down payment. 60-72 month payments terms.

Lube and Tire Center is open 7 days a week!
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